INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM:
In recent years, the extreme value theory has generated considerable interest. Not only that the classical results for LLd. observations are revisited, but also these results are extended to handle some types of dependent observations as well. A review of the classicial and current results in this area may be found in Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen (1983) .
Our objective, however, is to study the asymptotic behaviour of local extremes of a conditional distribution. More specifically, suppose (Xl'ZI)'"'' (Xn,Zn) are LLd. as (X,Z). Let f and F be the density and the distribution of the random variable X, and let g and G be the conditional density and the conditional distribution of Z given X. 
Our objective is to study the asymptotic behavior of M n k'
, Note that if ZF < 00, then M n k may be thought of as a k-nearest neighbor , estimate of ZF' However, as far as the theoretical treatment of the problem is concerned, we don't need to assume that ZF < 00. Under the assumptions 1 and 2, we have
where the bias term R k is such that n, R k -+ 0 as n (and, hence, k) -+ 00 n,
A detailed proof of the theorem is given in Section 3. The following corollary is a simple consequence of Theorem 1.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 M~ZF n,k
Let f > 0 and consider by theorem 1. So, by (1.1) we have
So, by (2.1) and (2.2), we have in probability. However, M k is a monotone increasing function of nand k; hence n,
Theorem 2
Under the assumptions 1 and 2, if for some constants a k > 0; b k ; we have for some non-degenerate H, then H is one of the following three extreme value type:
By theorem 1 fo r some Q > 0 and z~0 z > 0 if and only if hence the result is an easy consequence of theorem 1.4.2 of (4) for Li.d. sequence.
Q.E.D.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic distribution to belong to each of the three types. There exists some strictly positive function g(t,x O ) such that
for all real z.
Type II
If ZF = 00 and
for each z > 0 .
Type III
ZF < 00 and lim
Proof of this theorem is exactly the same as that of theorem 1.6.2 in (4). A simpler sufficient condition for G to belong to each of the three possible types under additional conditions is given in theorem 1.6.1 of (4). Proof of theorem 1 Let .A = u(Y 1 " .. ,Y n ). We use the fact that the induced order statistics Z 1""'Z are conditionally independent given Y 1 '''''Y n with the conditional cdf n, n,n G n 1" .. ,G n n respectively (Bhattacharya, 1974 ) to obtain , ,
, -P(Zn,1 < Z"",Zn,k~z) -E(P(Zn,1~z,,,,,Zn,k~z/ A))
by lemma 2, where
n, , } , ,
Objective is to show that R k -+ 0 as n (and hence k) -+ 00. n, First, note (3.1) and So, it is enough to show (3.2) and (3.3) as n (and hence k) -+ 00.
We will prove (3.1). Proof of (3.2) is similar. We start by defining Furthermore, define
However, on the set Sn = {Yn,cp(n)b~n-lcp(n)B} O~o~n-2cp2(n)B 2 So, on the set Sn and for n > N1
• (3.5) So, except possibly for finitely many n, fn(l) is uniformly bounded for each l. ,
•
